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My hypothesis was that T-shirt cloth would perform the best, which was partly supported by my personal
knowledge that cloth is designed to keep you warm.
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[ Heat insulation variables ]

Abstract
Good insulation is required for houses to decrease heating bills and help the environment. This project
compared 6 different household materials to see which insulated the best. I used a therm pro
thermometer to measure the change in temperature (dependent variable) in a homemade plexiglass box
inside a refrigerator over 1 hour, checking every 10 minutes for each material (independent variable).
However, my study discerned that down feathers helped keep the temperature inside the box 5ºf warmer
than the cloth.
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Introduction
My research question is what material insulates and keeps in heat the best. The reason I am attempting
to solve this problem is to fix expensive heating bills. I will try to do that by making walls similar to a
house in a plexiglass box and filling those walls with my different materials to see which material
insulates the best. My independent variable is the material that I am using. My dependent variable is the
temperature inside the box and the controlled variables are the box I use, the temperature in the
refrigerator when I test and the amount of time I am testing. My hypothesis is that of the materials I use
cloth will be the best.
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Relevant Literature
hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu
Conductors are materials that allow energy to move freely; insulators are the opposite. A good
conductor is a poor insulator and a good insulator always has good insulation qualities.
www.familyeducation.com
Insulators have strong links that hold their particles tightly in place. This helps prevent particles from
gaining energy and increasing/decreasing temperature.
www.brightstorm.com
Thermal energy transfer is the transfer of thermal/heat energy. There are 3 types of thermal energy
transfer and they are, conduction, convection, and radiation. Each type transfers heat in different ways
whether it is through direct touch air/water currents or light waves.
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Materials:
Plexiglass box
T-shirt cloth,
tin foil,
plastic grocery bags,
leaves,
hot glue,
plywood,
therm pro thermometer probe
down feathers
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Methods / Procedures
1. I will build, with my parents supervision, a plexiglass box with hollow walls and a thermometer
in it.
2. To test I will fill the hollow walls with my different materials and measure the temperature
inside the box.
3. To see which material insulates the best I will put the box in a refrigerator at room temperature
and check the temperature inside the box every 10 minutes over an hour.
4.Then the material that kept in the heat the best over 1 hour inside the box will be the best
insulator of the materials used.
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Results
(Table 1)

All the materials did better than my control but beyond that all the materials that could be more tightly
packed did much better than any of the other materials. All the materials did better than my control data
but beyond that all the materials that could be more tightly packed did much better than any of the
other materials. The average temperature of all my results was 59.2ºf The down feathers kept the
temperature higher inside the box compared to any other materials.
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Conclusion
My hypothesis was that of the materials cloth would do the best. My hypothesis was supported by my
personal knowledge that clothes are made out of cloth and clothes are designed specifically for
keeping humans warm. My data disproved my hypothesis by showing that down feathers insulated
much better than the cloth I tested. A limitation to my project was that the thermometer I was using
could not measure freezing temperatures so I had to test in a fridge instead of a freezer. Some things I
could do better are test different materials and get a new thermometer to measure in lower
temperatures.
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